We present an action of the integers on a compact metric space such that in the resulting minimal topological transformation group the proximal relation is an equivalence relation but is not closed.
exist for some net {«»} in Z then they are equal (cf. [2, p. 613]), and the proximal relation in X=P(X) -{(xi, x2)\ [xi, x2} = {k+, k~] for some k EE, or xi = x2}.
It may be of interest to note that although (X, t) is not an expansive flow, it is an inverse limit of expansive flows and a homomorphic image of an expansive flow. We omit the proof of these facts.
Before constructing our example we discuss proximality in an arbitrary group extension of X with trivial bundle.
Let G be a compact abelian group,/ a continuous function from X to G, Y = XXG, r the homeomorphism of Y defined by (x, g)r =
(xt, g(f(x))). Ufn(x)=Jlî:01f(xri) for re = 0 and fn(x) =UrJ" f(xr<)
for re <0 then (x,g)r" = (xTn,g(fn(x))). Define:
Then (Y, t) is a (not necessarily minimal) flow, and ir:Y-*X defined by w(x, g) =x is a homomorphism of flows.
Lemma 1. Assume (xi, gi) is proximal to (x2, g2). If x\^x2, then ¡Xi, x2} = \k+, k~\ for some kEK, and if Xi=x2 then gi = g2.
Proof. If xií¿x2 and (xi, gi) is proximal to (x2, g2) then 7r(xi, gi) =xi is proximal to w(x2, g2) =x2 so {xi, x2} = {k+, k~\ for some kEK. If xi=x2 then let {re,} be such that Lim,(xi, gi)r"" =Lim"(xi, g^r"". Considering second coordinates we have Lim,gi/"r(xi) = Lim,g2/"ii(xi), and letting go = lAm,fnv(xi) we have gigo = g2go so gi =g2. Since K is compact we may assume that {fe+r"'} and {¿"r""} converge, thus they converge to the same point, and similarly for the net {»re,}. Then (k+, e) (e is the identity of G) is proximal to (k~, gi) (along the net {re,}) and to (k~, g2)(along {re?,}). By Lemma 1, (£~> gi) is not proximal to (k~, g2) so P( Y) is not an equivalence relation. Proof. Suppose the condition holds. By Corollary 1, in order to show P(Y) is closed we need only prove the following: suppose (k?, gy) is proximal to (k~, g,%(k,)) and (xi, gi) =Lim»(^+, gi), (x2, g2) = Lim" (k~, g,^(ky)), then (xi, gi) and (x2, g2) are proximal. Since Lim"g"=gi and Lim" gv%(ki) =g2 we must have g2 = giLim" £(kr). If the \ky] are distinct then xi=x2 and by our assumption Lim £(ki) =e and g2 =gi. If the kv are all equal to a certain k, then (xi, gi) = (k+, gi) and (x2, g2) = (k~, g%(k)) and we invoke Corollary 1 to see that these points are proximal.
Conversely (c)/(l)-l.
Since the intervals in the Am are all distinct and clopen / is continuous on U \Am\mEZ}, and / is continuous at 1 by inspection, so/ is continuous.
We make a number of observations, which lead to the fact that P(Y) is an equivalence relation but is not closed: By (h) and (i), ¡t(k) exists for all k so P(Y) is an equivalence relation. Limn-.*, £(&") = Lim"_»00 ei ¿¿e so P(F) is not closed.
In our example V. F->X is a group extension [5, Definition 11.4] by the group G if we take the action of goEG on points (x, g) £ F to be (x, g)-*(x, ggo). As in any flow, there must be a minimal subset M of Y. (In fact F is a union of minimal subsets by [5, p. 31] .) The next lemma shows that such an M provides our desired example. Lemma 4. Let (X, t) be minimal, and let ( Y, t) be a group extension of (X, t) by the compact group G. If P( Y) is an equivalence relation which is not closed then the same is true of P(M),for any minimal subset M of Y.
PROOF. Let the extension be denoted by ir: F-*X so ir(y) =ir(y') iff y' =yg for someg£G. Let M denote a minimal subset of Y. ll y, y'EY are proximal and y £ M then y' is in the orbit closure of y, which is M. Thus P(M) is an equivalence relation if P( Y) is.
Nowir(M) = .Y since A" is minimal, so if y £ Y there must be g EG with ygEM. Assuming P(Y) is not closed there are (y" y',)EP(Y) with Lim,(y" y',)(£P(Y). Choose g.EG so that yvgrEM then y'vg" being
